
HOW TO STARTHOW TO START
CAT-EXPLORINGCAT-EXPLORING  

1.   LET’S VISIT THE VET   

First thing first, if you want to take your Kitty outside
you’ll want to ensure your Cat’s well-being outdoors. 

We recommend annual check‑ups, as well as current
vaccines (for which is best to consult with a Veterinarian). 
Keep in mind that the vaccine requirements will change
depending on where you live. While required vaccines
will vary based on your location and the kind of exploring
you will be doing, a little preventive care can go a long
way toward keeping your cat safe when you go exploring.
 
We also recommend making sure your Cat’s
microchipped is unto date in case of an unfortunate
incident. Don’t forget to check with your vet about the
best way to prevent fleas, ticks & heartworms when
you’re exploring the wilderness.

2 .   S T A R T  A L L  P R E ‑R E Q U I S I T E  T R A I N I N G  
&  G E T  Y O U R  G E A R  S O R T E D  

You will need some new gear such as a harness, leash,
breakaway collar, ID tag, backpack, first aid kit for pets,
water bottle, treats, and possibly some poo bag (even if
cats do cover theirs we believe it is the right thing to do
for other’s enjoyment of the outdoors) & possibly a
tracker. 

Then, we recommend having done all 3 basic training
before getting further than the front door: 

1. Teach your Cat to Love their 
2. Harness train your Cat 
3. Train your Cat to travel by car 

Hello, my cool Cats,

We are Julie, Daniel & Nala from
@Somewhat.Gypsea

We have just completed our Lap of
Australia  & are currently in Europe
undertaking a Vanbuild ourselves
with the help of our little assistant
Nala (our rescued cat).

As you imagine road-tripping
Australia for two years with Nala we
have learned valuable tips & gain
priceless first-hand experience on
how to Travel with a cat.

Too valuable to keep for ourselves, 
So if you are looking for some hot tips 
on how to join the Adventure Cat
Movement these free guides are for
you!

We hope they inspire & help you the
same our Community Inspired us to
Start Exploring ; )
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3. PLAN OUTDOOR EXCURSIONS AHEAD 

Make sure you always carry water, food & all the gear you have now acquired.
In addition, prepare for whatever activity you will be doing. 

This means if you’ll be on the water, bring a Cat Life Jacket. If you’re going to be in the woods, make
sure you know what kind of wildlife or poisonous plants you might find, we also recommend checking
whether or not the area has been sprayed. If the weather is cold make sure to bring extra blankets or a
pet jacket, if it is going to be hot, plan for pet-safe sunscreen, a cooling mat, and creamy treats. 

Another very important step in your plan is to ensure that you and your cats are rightfully visitors to
where you plan to go. 
Every country is different and so is every state and sometimes even smaller areas have specific rules in
place.
It is best to check the rules for each location you plan on visiting specifically to ensure you are being a
responsible explorer. 


